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'Secret' file on the cover of Greg's book radiates when you get to 'Perpetual 
Motion' knowing Oppenheimer at Los Alamos wrote this 'Secret' file on the cover 
of Greg's Book on Amazon. 



2-2-2020 Ford Windmill car will require 2 Drivers if more than one person has a 
Drivers License and passed all the test to Drive a 2020 Ford WindmillCAR. The 
gasoline car drivers license is not valid to drive a 2020 Ford WindmillCAR or 
Heavy Lift Helicopters the FAA just made upgrades for all mandatory with 2020 
Ford WindmillCARS!! Surge of people going to Disney Star Wars Galaxy Edge and 
the Nobel's in Sweden. 



2-2-2020 Marilyn is doing brain surgery, spy Bacall is doing Cheney's third heart 
transplant, this time he gets a woman's Heart, grin. All 4 want a Nobel in Medicine 
to go with their Yale MD job. Movie Made to Win a Nobel in Medicine Culture. 
Like a Paris Revolution by Pasteur's MD Women, the French Kiss!!!! 

2-2-2020 The Super Bowl Ad You Won’t See This Year - Greg getting married to 4 
Yale MD women in a legal polygamous marriage at the Hemingway House in Key 
West and the Nobel Novel will be the Miracle Pink Rx Recipe finished by 
midnight... all in a 30 second Super Bowl commercial. 

2-2-2020 WHO burned down Notre-Dame and Who burned down Yale Freedom 



Towers Medical School? Both smoke cigarette's and flipped the butts... habit. 

2-2-2020 The Super Bowl Ads for Yale Medical School build at the site of the Notre 
Dame Church and Saint Mary's Star of the Sea Church in Key West. 110 Story 
Skyscraper, not a Trump Tower but Star Wars Disney! 

2-2-2020 "Views on Impeachment, Past and Present, at 3 Presidential Sites" By 
RICHARD FAUSSET, MANNY FERNANDEZ and SABRINA TAVERNISE 

2-2-2020 "What if Views if the last 3 Presidents won a Nobel in Medicine, at 3 
Presidential Sites" By RICHARD FAUSSET, MANNY FERNANDEZ and 
SABRINA TAVERNISE 

2-2-2020 "What if Views if the Next President of the USA not Cuba or Iran won a 
Nobel In Medicine via a surge in Starbucks with iMac's and Mac Book Pro's in 
every one. Well maybe Paris too what the Hell some in Paris might want the Next 
Nobel in Medicine, Grin." 



2-2-2020 Currently No President is working on a Nobel to Move the Hurricane Out 
to Sea, Key West Navy, Hell No! After a Caribbean Hurricane, the Battle Is Where, 
or Even Whether, to Rebuild. Rebuild those who write this articles in the NY Times 
without a Nobel President in Office or running for office in any Nation at the UN. 
Wow! No Pope Francis and the Cardinals are to busy with God to work on a Nobel 
for 2020. 

2-2-2020 News Analysis about a President winning the Next Nobel in Medicine, by 
the New York Times. While Stained in History, Trump Will Emerge From Trial 
Triumphant and Unshackled. His acquittal in the Senate assured, the emboldened 
president will take his victory and grievance to the campaign trail, no longer 
worried about congressional constraint. News Analysis about a President winning 
the Next Nobel in Medicine, by the New York Times. 

New Look inside Amazon lets you read 43 pages... 

Oui Oui click here for Greg in French on Amazon WindmillCAR's + RV's

2019 ----- New ---- Secret Files on the 2019 Windmill Car's Click Here for Greg's 
Book on Amazon Look Inside at New Pages Click on Cover this link takes you to so 
you can zoom in and read the Secret File! Amazon lets you read 42 pages wow! 
Book is 474 Pages



Girls looking into the Apple-Starbucks Windows for their iMac and Mac Book Pro 
Lab $$$ 



Commander Beverly Crusher, M.D. "Encounter at Farpoint" (1987) "Star Trek 
Generations (1994) "Star Trek: Nemesis (2002) Portrayed Gates McFadden 

Greg's 8 Amazon Books and Kindles up to Date Click Here **************



2-2-2020 English’s Pronoun Problem Is Centuries Old; Problem today is the Rx 
Memory Recipe to remember all the pronoun's. Centuries old pronoun problem is 
West Point Cadets have been paid more than High School Students learning their 
pronouns. Hunger for Oil Money will teach us the value of hunger for money as 
fiery cop cars and SUV's with 2 Black kids in government safety seats are burnt 
Toast in 1,001 fiery wrecks for Oil Revenues at any cost to burn victim's. This is 
crazy of course but true. Money is the cause of these pronouns. Greg saw Dr. Lisa 
at Yale and he wooed her WHO at the UN coup on Warriors at the UN. Mostly UN 
Nations in times of 2020 Ford WindmillCar'S AND $777 Trillion the bone saw 
Prince Salman has to spend on Junk. He belongs to a group now gang of Oil Men 
Bankers. Venting the Jews working in their Swiss Banks for Exodus to Sirius is 
impossible. 

2-2-2020 “L'État, c'est moi.” Louis XIV ruled France for over 72 years, so long that 
he was succeeded on the throne not by his son or his grandson, but by his great-
grandson 

2-2-2020 Oil Money Men the 2 White Men at 1984 HQ in Paris Rule Paris for a 
Nation of Gas Stations not a Nation of Starbucks iMac Mac Book Pro Apple 
Computer Labs with Starbucks Coffee and Genius tutors in French and English. 72 
years of this would have given Jimmy Carters Habitat for Humanity live streaming 
YouTube videos of Jewish Aliens at Sirius. Definition of l'état, c'est moi. : the state, 
it is I : I myself am the nation. Today the Nation's King of Kings is King Salman. 
$$$ ...by building the palace at Versailles, by building the 110 Story Yale Paris 
Medical School over Notre-Dame. Fire of such a Yale Paris Medical School 110 
Stories. Story will be told here about how NYC and WHO lost the Freedom Tower 
Medical School even though they read about it on Gregs Web here. 



2-2-2020 WHO burned down Notre-Dame and Who burned down Yale Freedom 
Towers Medical School? Both smoke cigarette's and flipped the butts... habit. 

2-2-2020 Victoria. But the city, like the duke and duchess, is breaking with its 
Culture. Stockholm Sweden has its Nobel Culture and they could have visited 
Nobels Lab. Instead If Prince Harry ever gets lonesome for royal life while in 
Canada, he can always visit his great-great-great-great-grandmother, perched at a 
dining room table over a glass of sherry, her hair lovingly shampooed and fluffed 
by one of her most devoted subjects. Victoria, on the southern tip of Vancouver 
Island, has long marketed itself as Canada’s most English city. It is peppered with 
Tudor Revival architecture, pubs with names like “the Churchill” pubs not 
Starbucks iMac comptuer labs like Stockholm Starbucks. ... the picturesque city no 
longer aspires to mirror Qater with 40,000 Trump Towers for its Oil Citizens. They 
get into a cold frozen car every winter day. Qatar Palace for Harry and Meghan, 
also known as the Duke and Duchess of Sussex, are reportedly ensconced in an 18 
million Canadian dollars, or nearly $14 million, French-inspired eight-bedroom 
beachfront estate on Vancouver Island. Key West Island Yale Key West Medical 
School Skyscraper will have a few 8 bedroom Ocean View apts for medical school 
students and professors. They build the Empress Hotel, which was opened in 1908, 
and boasts vaulted ceilings and Bengal tiger head furnishings that hark back to the 
British Raj. 

Taylor Swift sings 'God Save the Queen' in a Hotel not a Yale Medical School... Yes 
Yale would do a heart transplant for Queen Elizabeth with Cheney a quality of life 
observer. 



Taylor Swift sings 'God Save the Queen' in a Hotel not a Yale Medical School... Yes 
Yale would do a heart transplant for Queen Elizabeth with Cheney a quality of life 
observer. 

2-2-2020 A Pink Breast Cancer Patient Stole Groceries from Faustos in Key West 
Worth $109.63. She Was Sentenced to 10 Months. 

2-2-2020 10 Million Pink Breast Cancer Patient Stole the VA... from the Road 
Raged Vets who want her personal MD instead of the VA MD. So Trump can open 
the VA to 10 million 20 million Pink Breast Cancer women world wide if he lets 
them into the VA from every Nation in the World. And pay her Air and Taxi cost, 
Trump Tower Hotel rooms too. So make some money for your Hotel Trump! Open 
the VA to every Pink Breast Cancer woman in the World an wait for the Wounded 
Warriors to assault her... 



Pink Sun Shine at the VA the MD's will welcome these 10 million Pink Sun Shine 
Women to the VA after all the Hell Raised by the Wounded Warriors. 

"Grief-Stricken" S.O.S Pink Paris Women with breast-ovary cancers prayed at 
Notre-Dame and Saint Mary's Star of the Sea when the Priest, Bishop's greed is for 
oil $$$ perks by the 2 White Men at HQ. And the Day old French Pastry's they get 
to keep instead of giving them to the Homeless and the Pink Women World Wide, 
Miracle Opening the doors to the VA to the Pink women world wide. Pope Francis 
would never do this. Or order a Yale Notre-Dame Medical School 110 story 
skyscraper built on the site of burned out Notre-Dame and Saint Mary Star of the 
Sea in Key West, a sin. 



...secret 'orders' of the universe!! New picture of the Sun - Hot gas rises in the 
bright centers of the cells, cools and then sinks back down in the dark lanes 
separating the cells. 

2-1-2020 Key West; NAS. I would love to! We have 42 fighters on the ramp out 
there currently, 14-hour fly window daily launching fighters bombing 120 Trillion 
Galaxies will get NAS Key West a Medal of Honor. Comes with a 2020 Ford 
WindmillCAR perk. Navy went on a Trillion Dollar spend spree with the Bone Saw 
Prince Salman's Oil Kickbacks, bribes, and blood money... anything else. Perks! 

2-1-2020 "Kindle With Super Computer Simulations Will Give the Rash MD a 
Way to Win a Nobel in Medicine" And a Kindle is worth more than a paper back 
book here!! Perks... 

It's frothy '50s stuff that's hampered at times by the censorship of that era... oil $$$ 

2-1-2020 "How To Marry 4 Yale MD Women In a Legal Polygamous Marriage To 
Win a Nobel in Medicine" Studio: 20th Century Fox (Lauren Bacall, Betty Grable, 
Marilyn Monroe) are three women MD women at Yale, Marilyn is doing brain 
surgery, spy Bacall is doing Cheney's third heart transplant, this time he gets a 
woman's Heart, grin. All 4 want a Nobel in Medicine to go with their Yale MD job. 



2-1-2020 "How To Marry 4 Yale MD Women In a Legal Polygamous Marriage To 
Win a Nobel in Medicine" Studio: 20th Century Fox (Lauren Bacall, Betty Grable, 
Marilyn Monroe) are three women on a mission: They all want to marry a 
millionaire. To accomplish this task, they move into a fancy New York City 
apartment and begin courting the city's elite. They have no problem meeting. HOW 
TO MARRY A MILLIONAIRE was the first-ever Cinemascope/stereo sound 
comedy, and the first such extravaganza on broadcast TV. In 1961, "Millionaire" 
was the premiere film on NBC's brand new "Saturday Night at the Movies" series. 
In this amalgam of two Broadway shows, "The Greeks Had a Word For Them" 
and "Loco," the trio of Bacall, Grable and Monroe portray gold digging gals who 
aggressively target wealthy men. At the end, they all wed guys as poor as they are, 
or so it seems. It's frothy '50s stuff that's hampered at times by the censorship of 
that era. Example: Monroe must say "Men aren't attentive to girls who wear 
glasses" instead of "don't make passes at." There's still room for some zingers, 
such as Bacall's old age barb aimed right at husband Humphrey Bogart: "Look at 
Roosevelt, look at Churchill, look at old fella whats-his-name in THE AFRICAN 
QUEEN. 

2-1-2020 2020 Ford Windmill car will require 2 Drivers if more than one person 
has a Drivers License and passed all the test to Drive a 2020 Ford WindmillCAR. 
The gasoline car drivers license is not valid to drive a 2020 Ford WindmillCAR. 

2-1-2020 Britons on The New England Universe of 12 Trillion Galaxies, just maybe 
120 Trillion Galaxies. ‘We’ve Made a Spectacle of Ourselves’" Luxury ride for 
Queen Elizabeth ends in Hell. Gambling against these odds was a crime. Top Secret 
Galaxies the New England Universe could go on forever with 120 Trillion Galaxies. 

London and Paris with 1 Million New Gas Stations instead of 1 Million New iMac 
Mac Book Pro computers labs with Comcast fiber at all Paris and London 
Starbucks. Xi in China he is building 1 million new BP Oil Gas Stations and 
ordered 47% more gasoline from bone saw Prince Salman for 2020 not iMac's at 
Starbucks! 



120 Trillion Galaxies inspired their revolution be crunched on a super computer 
simulation... 

2-1-2020 2020 Ford Windmill car will require 2 Drivers if more than one person 
has a Drivers License and passed all the test to Drive a 2020 Ford WindmillCAR. 
The gasoline car drivers license is not valid to drive a 2020 Ford WindmillCAR. 

2-1-2020 Britons on The New England Universe of 12 Trillion Galaxies, just maybe 
120 Trillion Galaxies. ‘We’ve Made a Spectacle of Ourselves’" Luxury ride for 
Queen Elizabeth ends in Hell. Gambling against these odds was a crime. Top Secret 
Galaxies the New England Universe could go on forever with 120 Trillion Galaxies. 
End to BP Oil and the Queen is nearby like the Jewish Exodus to Sirius paid for 
with her allowance. Earth's Landlords are all at Sirius and want their money. Who 
owns the Earth, WHO will hold the Warrior Ruling Class hostage with a Universe 
Virus. 

2-1-2020 Church of England Devises an Index for Galaxies-Conscious Investing 
instead of giving Prince Harry money for his wounded Warriors. Get out of hell 
tickets. Church of England Devises an Index for Galaxies-Conscious Investing. 
Catholic Church in Rome, the Vatican is betting against Hell and infinity of 
Galaxies far as you can see. 



2-1-2020 Key West; NAS. I would love to! We have 42 fighters on the ramp out 
there currently, 14-hour fly window daily launching fighters bombing 120 Trillion 
Galaxies will get NAS Key West a Medal of Honor. 

2-1-2020 Alexander Says Convicting Trump Would ‘Pour Gasoline on Fires 
already burning the rear ended cop car on the side of the road’ By SHERYL 
STOLBERG and CARL HULSE Trump said this Amazon book has top secrets in 
it. 

2-1-2020 ...even if President Trump did everything impeachment managers said, he 
should not be removed; unless it's by Ivanka-Olivia Newton John. All the time 
Trump spent watching War-Porn instead of going over Rx Pink Breast ovary 
cancer recipes with Ivanka will be in the news soon... Day 10 of Trump’s Trial: The 
Anticlimax - Ivanka will climax with Breast-Ovary cancer, Trump Dad will be 
removed if she finds him guilty of not taking $7 Trillion from the Bone Saw Prince 
Salman for Brain and Breast Surgeries, and other Nobels in Medicine that cost $7 
Trillion. A-Bomb Climax by NASA after Challenger Shuttle was lost to the 
Anitclimax of No Super Shuttle Fleet of 100's docking in Space from the Earth to 
the Moon and beyond, all lost to Trump and a few other bone saw Prince-Kings 
fighting wars not fighting to win a Nobel in Medicine. Senate needs to vote on this 
in secret. 

2-1-2020 "Ivanka at 40 or 90 - Ivanka in her 90s to the emergency department at 
Brigham and Women’s Hospital in Boston. Her metastatic breast cancer had 
entered its final stages, and she had begun home hospice care. Yet a family member 
who had discovered her unresponsive that morning had called 911. The paramedics 
determined that she was in cardiac arrest, began cardiopulmonary resuscitation 
and put a breathing tube down her throat." 



2-1-2020 "Ivanka at 40 visits the Manhattan Starbucks for her Rx Pink Latte 
Miracle Breast Cancer Cure and Prevention of all Breast Ovary Cancers in all 
Stages in 8 days... a Nobel in Medicine Winner Dad paid $7 Trillion for at Los 
Alamos Starbucks. Yes Los Alamos has a Starbucks in the Lab... 

2-1-2020 “Many of us in daily practice have the perception that we regularly do 
resuscitations that are futile from the inception,” said Dr. Patrick Druwé, an 
intensive care physician at Ghent University Hospital in Belgium. “We wanted to 
examine that.” 

2-1-2020 I don't think Dr. Druwe wants to examine that in a Nobel in Medicine for 
anyone in Belgium. 8,000 Cuban MD's working for the King of Sweden would 
examine this for a Nobel in Medicine Idea. Treatment at Star Wars Disney and yes 
Disney will add this to its Galaxy Edge Nobels in Medicine at Star Wars Park. 

2-1-2020 Cheney with his 2 nd heart transplant wins a Nobel in Medicine, the MD 
surgeon. American Geriatrics Society, looked at CPR for adults over 80 who 
suffered out-of-hospital cardiac arrest. 

2-1-2020 iPhone 11 Max heart rate and of course iWatch was watching and 



recording her Heart; "The researchers also found that more than 40 percent of 
these cases were “unwitnessed,” meaning that because no one saw the victims 
collapse, rescuers had no information about how long they had been in arrest — a 
crucial factor when the odds of successful resuscitation diminish by 10 percent with 
each minute." 

2-1-2020 1,001 Nobels in Medicine Surge; By Editors at the NY Times, Hell No We 
Won't Go to this Surge we got this idea to Surge the price of a Taxi. Ha! Ha! "New 
York City should consider allowing yellow cabs to use some of the same strategies 
as the ride-hailing companies Uber and Lyft, including so-called surge pricing when 
demand is high, a government panel is set to recommend." If the idea is 
implemented, New York could become one of the first cities in the United States to 
allow cabs to raise prices at certain times. It would be a significant change in a city 
where regular riders can typically predict how much a taxi trip will cost." So how 
could a Taxi Ride help City Hall get 1 more Nobel in Medicine. Ask Dr. Lisa 
Sanders MD to write a art of the diagnosis in cleaning up the virus in a Taxi. The 
NY Times panel met for six months and came up with dozens of recommendations 
for helping the Taxi industry recover from the scam of loans to buy the city 
medallions to own the taxi. Another scam now to pay off these loans for the Taxi 
drivers, 3 rd scam will be the Taxi drivers cancer, virus, chronic cough from 
smoking and diabetes from no exercise. In the years since the bubble burst, more 
than 950 cab drivers have filed for bankruptcy, and thousands more have lost their 
savings. Several have died by suicide. Censored by the Times is Cardiac arrest and 
heart attack stats on these cab drivers. 

2-1-2020 1991 Sikorski S-76B is a large and powerful helicopter often used as a 
luxury ride for VIPs. It is also used extensively for shuttling crews on offshore oil 
rigs and carrying emergency medical crews. It has a good safety record, in part 
because it has two engines that allow it to keep flying even if one fails, and a backup 
hydraulic system. It also has controls for an optional second pilot. 



2-1-2020 What Does It Mean to Have a Serious "War" Problem? 

2-1-2020 iPhone 11 Max Virus Apps - “One of the really challenging things about 
raising children is they almost always have a virus, and most of the time you don’t 
even know,” said Dr. Rebecca Pellett Madan, M.D. 

2.-1-2020 "Kindle Gave Me a Rash" Link to the cure for the 5,000 rash examples in 
this Kindle, rash-causing illnesses are omnipresent, we created an illustrated guide 
to five 5,000 common ones that occur in young children adults and the aged. In Key 
West we added the Jelly Fish Rash at the top. 

2-1-2020 "Kindle With Super Computer Simulations Will Give the Rash MD a 
Way to Win a Nobel in Medicine" And a Kindle is worth more than a paper back 
book here!! 

2-1-2020 1,001 Nobels in Medicine; go ahead and do a Google Search!! Why Google 
Backtracked on Its New Search Results Look. 



2-1-2020 "How To Marry 4 Yale MD Women In a Legal Polygamous Marriage To 
Win a Nobel in Medicine" Studio: 20th Century Fox (Lauren Bacall, Betty Grable, 
Marilyn Monroe) are three women MD women at Yale, Marilyn is doing brain 
surgery, spy Bacall is doing Cheney's third heart transplant, this time he gets a 
womans Heart, grin. All 4 want a Nobel in Medicine to go with their Yale MD job. 

2-1-2020 "How To Marry 4 Yale MD Women In a Legal Polygamous Marriage To 
Win a Nobel in Medicine" Studio: 20th Century Fox (Lauren Bacall, Betty Grable, 
Marilyn Monroe) are three women on a mission: They all want to marry a 
millionaire. To accomplish this task, they move into a fancy New York City 
apartment and begin courting the city's elite. They have no problem meeting. HOW 
TO MARRY A MILLIONAIRE was the first-ever Cinemascope/stereo sound 
comedy, and the first such extravaganza on broadcast TV. In 1961, "Milionaire" 
was the premiere film on NBC's brand new "Saturday Night at the Movies" series. 
In this amalgam of two Broadway shows, "The Greeks Had a Word For Them" 
and "Loco," the trio of Bacall, Grable and Monroe portray gold digging gals who 
aggressively target wealthy men. At the end, they all wed guys as poor as they are, 
or so it seems. It's frothy '50s stuff that's hampered at times by the censorship of 
that era. Example: Monroe must say "Men aren't attentive to girls who wear 
glasses" instead of "don't make passes at." There's still room for some zingers, 
such as Bacall's old age barb aimed right at husband Humphrey Bogart: "Look at 
Roosevelt, look at Churchill, look at old fella whats-his-name in THE AFRICAN 
QUEEN. 



Marilyn is doing brain surgery, spy Bacall is doing Cheney's third heart transplant, 
this time he gets a woman's Heart, grin. All 4 want a Nobel in Medicine to go with 
their Yale MD job. Movie Made to Win a Nobel in Medicine Culture. Like a Paris 
Revolution by Pasteur's MD Women, the French Kiss!!!! 

2-1-2020 2020 NY Times Critical Book on Medical 'Mold' in NYC and Key West. 
Front page picture of the most deadly mold!! This is not a virus... Several statin 
cholesterol-lowering drugs (such as lovastatin, from Aspergillus terreus) are 
derived from molds. The immunosuppressant drug cyclosporine, used to suppress 
the rejection of transplanted organs, is derived from the mold Tolypocladium 
inflatum. Symptoms caused by mold allergy are: watery, itchy eyes; a chronic 
cough; headaches or migraines; difficulty breathing; rashes; tiredness; sinus 
problems; nasal blockage and frequent sneezing. Greg has frequent sneezing. 
Alexander Fleming's accidental discovery of the antibiotic penicillin involved a 
Penicillium mold called Penicillium notatum although the species identity is 
disputed as possibly being Penicillium chrysogenum or Penicillium rubens. The NY 
Times article will let us know the differences and how they can make millions of 
tons of Rx Penicillium today on the assembly line and write a Editorial on selling 
over the Counter Rx Penicillin and Rx Penicillium Latte at Starbucks. Amazon! 
Apple App Penicillin. Penicillium spp. – various cheeses including Brie and Blue 
cheese. Publish his Recipe!! Novel Kindle!! 


